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CHAPTER X 

INTRODUCTION 

For fifteen centuries, since the decline of the Roman 

cities in the third century, the land was the predominant 

source of wealth which proved to he inexhaustible to the 

Europeans. Until the Industrial Revolution began to change 

the urban-rural balance in the eighteenth and nineteenth 

centuries, the essentially aristocratic social life of these 

landed people of Europe, the large estate often forming the 

economic, fiscal, juridicial, and even religious unit, con

tinued to flourish apart from the few cities. But it was 

not until the middle of the nineteenth century that the town 

began to take precedence over the country in social importance. 

In 1840, for instance, before the inventions of Bunsen, Liebig, 

and Siemens began to have far-reaching consequences on industry, 

there had been only two cities in Germany with a population 

which equalled or exceeded 100,000. In 1915, however, science 

and technology no longer in its infant stage, there were 

forty-eight. In England during the last thirty years of the 

nineteenth century, more than one-third of the agricultural 

population withdrew permanently from the land. In 1901 the 

English census revealed that the number of people employed 
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in farming was only 2 0 per cent of the number employed in 

industry and commerce. 

The Abbey Theatre in Ireland, developing out of tha 

Irish Literary Theatre In tha last years of the nineteen' h 

century, was launched through the combined efforts of three 

people whose class, with few exceptions, had lived for centuries 

on the land. Nilliain Butxer Yeats (1865—1939), Lady Gregory 

(1852—1932), and John Synge (1871—1907) belonged to tha 

Protestant Ascendancy or Anglo-Irish ruling class whose wealth, 

since the English Tudors began their "plantation" of Ireland, 

came primarily from the ownership of land. During the child

hood of the three founders of the Abbey Theatre, this land, 

with the traditional "big house" and the "cattle without num

ber," still represented the riches which were most highly valued 

to the Irish. But in the mature years of these writers the land 

was rapidly losing its traditional high value; tha change in 

the rural-urban balance which was rapidly taking place in 

Europe was also beginning to change profoundly tha Irish social 

structure as well as the Irish way of life. A resistance to 

this change from the rural and regional life which was tha 

predominant social characteristic of Ireland since pre-Christian 

times, to tha modern urban technique of living which was already 

beginning to characterize much of European life, marks much of 

1Edward McNall Burns, he stern Civilization (New York, 
1963), II, 691. 
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the social protest in the thematic material in the plavs, 

poems, and prose of these three writers, especially John Synge. 

John Millington Synge, generally recognized today as 

the greate't ot the dramatists to emerge from the Abbey Thee'.re, 

is primarily concerned in his critical and creative litera

ture with how the essential quality of life in the western 

world, as reflected in primitive Ireland, has rapidly changed 

under the impetus of urbanization and the increasing power 

of the urban middle class. The social criticism in the 

writings of Synge is not, however, similar to tha social 

criticism of such a social realist as, say, George Bernard 

Shaw (1856-1950). The older Anglo-Irish dramatist, writing 

for the English public as Synge wrote for the Irish, is prim

arily concerned in his dramatic literature with the social 

issues of urban life. Drawing his ground rules from the 

philosophic school of the German and Scandinavian Hegalians, 

Shaw Is predominantly interested in tha uneven distribution 

of property and goods in an urban society; he does not attempt 

to question tha fundamental values of urban society as it 

compares and contrasts with the older primitive societies of 

rural life. Shaw, as Yeats states, does nou have any real 

quarrel with the basic concept 01 urban living: 

Shaw, as I understand him, has no true quarrel with 
his time....Ha is quite content to change Narcissus 
and his Pool for the signalbox at a railway junction, 
wh^re"goods"and travellers pass perpetually upon 
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their logical and glittering road." 

But Synge does have a "quarrel with his time"; like Yeats and 

Gregory, he is profoundly concerned with a world which he 

believes Ivs rejected "narcissus an* his Pool." The individual 

who is only responsive to Himself—the hero in all Synge's 

oragicoxaeciies is, in synge's view, being sacrificed, in the 

modern urban worlcl to the collective technique of living which 

characterises this social life. Synge's modern state, character

ised by a national system of law, a national array, even a 

national religion, is, by its very sise, dehumanising the 

individual. On the other hand, the aristocratic, regional, 

and personal social life—the life of Celtic, as well as early 

nineteenth century Ireland—protects by its very personal 

character the supreme value of the individual» Synge' s 

glorification of the individual nature is thus matched by his 

damnation of modern urban society. 

Synge's concern for the individual, as well as his 

detestation of urban life, is in some ways similar to the 

attitudes shown by the English romantics to the social ques

tions of their day* According to waiter uackson oate, Words

worth asked himself about the fundamental nature of the indi

vidual and what his relation to the environment is: 

what is most fundamental and essential in human nature? 
What, basically, is human nature? that is there in the 

2;;illiara Butler Yeats, Autobiography (Hew York, 1965), 
p. 195. 
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environment or Universe about us that is most 
quality?^ ritted to nourish and develop this basic 

In facing these problems Wordsworth evolved for himself, in 

the Lyrical Ballads, a primitivist thesis, similar in some 

ways to that of the Anglo-Irish writer, that what is most 

fundamental, distinctive, and precious in man is an "instinct

ive, emotional, and imaginative capacity that responds to the 

beauty, good, and order in the concrete world of nature 

tan, to tne extent that he lives in close communication with 

nature, is man as he should be. But man who lives in close 

communication with "urban life, the fashions of society, the 

technical character of specific occupations," lives a life 

that fosters associations that are "accidental and temporary 

rather than basic and permanent." 

Synge's primitivist thesis has, however, as we shall sea, 

some basic differences with that of the English poet. These 

differences develop primarily from the essential "naturalism" 

of Synge's art as opposed to the "romanticism" of Wordsworth's; 

the nature of the Anglo-Saxon and Celtic peasantry, whose 

lives are partly expressed in the literature of both writers, 

is also, of course, quite dissimilar. The language of Synge's 

^Walter Jackson 3ate, Prefaces to Criticism (Mew York, 
1959), p. 140. 

4 Ibid. 

5Ibid., p. 141. 
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Piays, ior Instance, as T. So Eliot has pointed out, is 

primarily the language of real people: 

The plays or John Millington Synge...are based upon 
the idiom of a rural people ./nose speech is naturally 
poetic, ooth in imagery and in rhythm. I believe that 
ne even incorporated phrases which he had heard from 
these country people in Ireland.0 

The poetic language of Wordsworth, however, as critics from 

Coleridge to Eliot have stated, does not record the idiomatic 

language and speech patterns of the Cumberland rustic; nor 

does the English poet, as Eliot has noted, always incorporate 

the values and character!sties of the English peasantry in 

his poetry. But Synge creates dramatic heroes who are little 

more than the composite of the characteristics which distinguish 

his primitives, especially;' those of the Aran Islands, In other 

words, Synge, unlike Wordsworth, roots his language and Ms 

values in real life. In Ms preface to The Playboy of the 

Western World, Synge states that Ms art is essentially 

natural!stic: 

Anyone who has lived in real intimacy with the Irish 
peasantry will know that the wildest sayings and 
ideas in" the play are tame indeed, compared with the 
fancies one_may hear in Geesala, or uarraxoa, or 
Dingle Bay/. ' 

The antipathy of Synge towards the life of the town is 

S. Eliot, Cn Poetrv and -pets {New York, 1951), 
p. 82. 

7 . Cxtacaon: 
John II. synge, 4 

ns from Synge in my text are to The !.,or;cs of 
4 volumes (Boston, 1312). 



similar co tnar or most of the English romantic school. They 

regarded the townsman as "isolated not only from his fellows, 

buu from tnese -orras of nature which might lead him to a 

transcendental sense of unity with the universe."® In his 

Pxe_ace co ;rna Rrelude, Wordsworth called the city of London 

a "widewaste"; and Coleridge, going- a step further, believed 

the city to be peopled by "savages." Synge's detestation of 

urban life, however, developing out of his awareness that in 

his time it was a social problem of far greater significance 

than it was in the late eighteenth century, is far more 

extreme, specific, and more socially oriented. In a typical 

letter to a friend he mourns an Irish peasantry who, "yielding 

to the ruthlessness of •progress,*" have become "Anglicized 

9 and civilized and brutalized." 

The three founders of the Abbey Theatre were people who 

had happy memories of a childhood in the country. Even Yeats, 

who appears to have felt at ease in the urban centres of Dub

lin and Paris, regarded himself as a countryman! 

John Dyings, I and Augusta Gregory, thought 
All that we did, ail that we said or sang 
Must come from contact with the soil, from that 
Contact everything Antaeus—like grew strong. 

®R. A.- Foakes, The Romantic Assentation (New York, 1953) 
Reprinted in Romanticisra, ed. Robert F. Gleckner and Gerald E. 
Enscoe (ifev Jersey, 1952), p. 239. 

^David H. Greene and Edward Ii« Ste pnens, u . M^. Synge 
(New York, 1961), p. 96. 
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'(e ^a:r ?'? a^-ons iri modern times had brought 
nn/Gj.ything down to the sole test again. 
Dream o^_ t he noble and. the begger—raa.n» 

Again in his .address to the Swedish Academy in 3.925, where 

he outlined chs nistory or what he called The Irish Dramatic 

hoveraent, /eacs noted the role that the Abbey Theatre played 

in reviving an awareness of the values arising out of rural 

life, as well as an awareness in the national conscience of 

the ancient world where primitivisra had its roots: 

It seemed as if the ancient world lay all about us 
with its freedom of imagination, its delight in good 
stories, in man's force and woman's beauty, end that 
all we had to do was make the town think as the 
country felt; yet we soon discovered that the town 
would only think town thoughts»^~ 

As in the writings of Synge and Gx*egory, Yeats ties most of 

his art to this "ancient world" out of which came the Celtic 

sagas of Cuchulain, Oisin, Finn mac Cumhal, and the other 

demigods of Celtic mythology. This ancient civilization 

which contributed to making Gaelic culture one of, the richest 

cultures in Europe prior to the first invasion of England in 

the twelfth century, is portrayed in Yeats' early narrative 

poem, The Wanderings of Oisin (1899). Again this world is 

the subject of his prose work, Faery and Folk Tales of the 

Irish Peasantry (1386); as it is in all his plays which deal 

lOy.^ j •• ^ Bntler Yeats, eci# l i. D. Posencnal (new fork, 
1962), p.~174. 

^Yeats, p. 330. 
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with the legends which surround the Irish hero of the Ulster 

Saga, Cuchulain. 

Lady Gregory also set herself the mission which Douglas 

Hyde hc^o. star tad and which Yeats was now heading: awakening 

the Irish mind to the rich heritage of its past. Like Yeats 

and Synge, she was aware that urbanization and the rise of 

the industrial middle class was rapidly changing the civiliza

tion wnich still lived on unchecked in a few remote areas 

around her estate in Clare. she saw that even in her life

time her beloved woods of Coole might be torn down by the 

rising bourgeois, as the woods of the Russian landed gentry 

were destroyed at the end of the Cherry Orchard (1S02), 

However, she continued to fight the coming social changes 

by financing the Abbey Theatre and by her plays and prose 

accounts, like her Cuchulain of Huirthemne (1902), of the 

ancient legends and folklore of the Celtic world. 

Yeats and Gregory both visited the Aran Islands before 

Synge arrived there in 1S9S. But though both recognized that 

Aran exemplified more than any other place in primitive Ireland 

the world of primitivism which they were attempting to portray 

in their dramatic literature, they preferred to find the values 

which distinguished that way or lire in tne ancient literature 

which they read in translation, or in the less primitive life 

of the Sligo and Clare and Galway peasantry. Synge, on the 

other hand, persisting in the single-minded way which deeply 
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impressed Yeats, stayed in Aran until he had found its •'spirit,'1 

He then applied what he calls the "spirit of Aran" to all the 

heroes 01 is tragicomedies. Comprising the composite 

qualities OJ_ t he natives of Aran, these heroes are primitivis-

tic, passionate, poet—heroes. Suspecting urban civilisation 

and its collective living habits, they follow a life of 

atavistic individualism. Christy Mahon, the Playboy of the 

Western World, is Synge's most famous poet-hero; and as he 

pits his atavistic individualism against the colleetivist 

society of Mayo, he reflects not only the characteristics which 

distinguish the primitives of Aran, but Synge*s protest at the 

values developing out of modern civilization. 



CHAPTER II 

the ARA17 I SLi'iHD i 

-111 -no P.rdr'. I slands (1907), where the author first 

depicus che oreciorarnant characteristics which distinguish the 

heroes or ais drama, Synge pauses to reflect on his initial 

encounter with thus primitive race: 

I cannot yet judge these strange primitive natures 
closely enough to divine them. I feel only what they 
are... .The peasants are oure and spiritual, yet have 
all the healthy animal bipod of a peasant and delight 
in broad gests and deeds." 

Here Synge notes the essential antithetical elements which 

comprise the island primitives: they are at once "spiritual" 

and "animal." They are spiritual in their deep sense of 

beauty, their reverence and fear of the powers of the other-

world, and their mystic arfinity to the natural objects wni.cn 

encompass them. Synge sees a correlation between tne beauty 

of the women on the islands and the wild mythology which the 

islanders generally accept as true: 

X noticei a beautiful oval face with the_ singularly 
si 
O i 

I noticed a beautiful ovax ^ —a 
spiritual expression that is so narked in one type 
of the -.rest of I r el ana wonen. naue_ in U..e aay. 
-<, ihp old men talked continually of the u-aines ana 
as Lne o_ - . taken, it seemed that there was tna women tney nave oa—i-? ~ 

from The Aran Islands in my rex. «ie co one 
wxuatxwao xr -— — . n n o \ ~ 

( 13 O S tO A y — —l"' ) ? . Hi 
<>.5 oir 37ohn *-m *c> 

2 -5 Greene, p. S3. 
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a possible link between the wild mythology that is 
accept.eel on the islands and the strange beauty of 
tne X\?oraen,d 

The "healthy animal blood" is apparent from Synge*s account of 

the islanders' crude jokes, from their tales of violence, anu 

from the punishment they inflict on the animals, particularly 

on the island horses.4 Synge tells an islander's story, which 

he later develops into the narrative of The Playboy of the 

Western World (1907), that typifies the islanders' respect 

for the man of violence: 

He [Pat Dirane] often tells me about a Connaught 
man who killed his father with the blow of a spade 
when he was in a passion, and then fled to this 
island and threw himself on the mercy of some of 
the natives with whom he was said to be related. 
They hid him in a hole—which the old man has 
shown me—a.nd kept him safe for weeks, though 
the police came from the mainland and searched 
for him. ...In spite of a reward which was offered, 
the island was incorruptible, and after much 
trouble the man was safely shipped to America.^ 

These "animal" and "spiritual" qualities, which Synge found to 

be the principal characteristics of the primitive race of Aran, 

are the same essential qualities which distinguish the heroes 

of his plays, especially Christy Mahon in the Playboy. These 

same qualities are also the dominating elements which make up 

the models for most of Yeats' heroes, the demigods of Celtic 

Aran Islands, 29. 

4Ibid., 53-54. 

5Ihid., 96. 



mythology. But Yeats, unlike Synge, portraying his heroes as 

spiritual or 'animal," separates these attributes 

which are synthesized both in the heroes of Celtic mythology 

and in Synge's primitive islanders. in Yeats' early narra

tive poem, for instance, "The Wanderings of Gisin," he 

portrays the poet-hero o±. Celtic mythology as essentially a 

spirxtual man who sadly remembers life among the fiana. But 

Oisin, or Ossean, the archetypal poet-hero of the Gael, is 

generally depicted as a man of earth and fire as well as 

spirit. The ancient "Lays of Oisin," as well as the "Dialogues 

of the Ancients," describe a far different hero than Yeats'. 

Boasting, perverse, and crude in his debate with Saint Patrick, 

he is, as Alfred E. Nutt notes, "a pagan, defiant and reckless, 

full of contempt for the howling clerics and their churlish 

lowbred deity."0 In other words, the Celtic poet-hero, as 

established in the ancient writings, is a synthesis of "animal" 

and "spiritual": he is both a man of action and a man of "pure 

and spiritual" qualities. Yeats portrays Oisin as a poet 

rather than as a poet-hero, as he portrays Cuchulain exclusively 

as a man of action, ana he thus portrays in his narrative poem 

a Celtic hero who does not have roots in reality. 

On the other hand, Synge, believing that the people of 

7 Aran—"men who live forgotten in these worlds of mists"—were 

6Alfred S. Nutt, Ossian and the Qssianic Literature 
(London, 1399), p. 240. 

7 Aran Islands, 4/. 
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lineal aescenaents of the ancient primitive poet-hero whom 

Teats was using as a model for his narrative poem,8 determines 

to syn-cnesize the two predominant characteristics of the 

islanders. Synge refuses to disassociate the real from the 

ideal, the "animal" from the "spiritual," either in his 

portrait of the people of Aran or in the creation of his 

dramatic neroes. fortunately for Synge, the primitives of 

Aran were what he thought they should be, not only in their 

"healthy animal blood" and their "pure and spiritual" attri

butes, but in more specific ones; an affinity to nature; a 

tendency to passion as opposed to reason; a love for wild and 

improbable tales, as well as a respect for the man of "poetry-

talk;" a paganism which is scarcely superseded by Christianity. 

These four predominant traits, as well as the "spiritual" and 

"animal" qualities, can be summarized in one word; primitivism. 

This collective terra characterizes all of Synge' s dramatic 

heroes, especially the Playboy. This primitive poet-hero who 

barkens back to the primitive heroes of Celtic mythology is 

pitted, as in all Synge*s tragicomedies, against the collective 

world of urban civilization which has recently superseded the 

primitive life of the mainland of Ireland. 

"In Inishmann," Synge writes of one of the islands of 

Aran, "one is forced to believe in a sympathy between man and 

®Greene, p. S3. 
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9 
nature." Tne changing weather conditions the mood of the 

people: when the sun shines the primitives are cheerful and 

friendly but days of fog and rain give them a sense of isola

tion and despair. In periods of extended bad weather Synge 

records the voices of the islanders as noticeably lowering: 

"Their endless talk of pigs and cattle falls to a whisper of 

men who are telling stories in a haunted house,"10 On one 

occasion, while Synge attended the funeral of an old woman, 

the nature-man relationship is dramatically emphasized: 

The morning had been beautifully fine but as they 
lowered the coffin into the grave, it thundered 
overhead and hailstones hissed among the brac3cen... 
and at this moment when the thunder sounded a death 
peal of extraordinary grandeur above the voices of 
the women, I could see the faces near me stiff with 
emotion.11 

It appeared to Synge that nature was joining the mourners, 

that it was crying out the death of one of her children. The 

weather and its dramatic manifestations Is not, however, the 

only evidence in Aran of the man-nature relationship. This is 

apparent in almost every aspect of the life which Synge records 

12 as being "perhaps the most primitive in Europe." There is 

°Aran Islands, 64. 

10Ibid., 61. 

11I/yid. , 64. 

•^Ibid. , 28. 
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scarcely any of the trade or industry which made the life in 

most ox. urbanized Europe so radically different from that of 

Aran. Even the ancient occupation of fishing is carried on in 

bo<xts which Synge describes as "rude canvas canoes of a model 

that has served primitive races since man first went on the 
13 

sea."' The sea, of course, is the predominant controlling 

force over their lives. This sea has a tragic as well as a 

benevolent influence: it threatens to drown the fishermen, 

depending on their prowess in their frail boats, who are at 

the mercy of the sea; and, at the same time, provides them with 

a healthy and natural environment which engenders not only 

physical strength but an individuality born out of their often 

having to face alone its rigours. In addition to the nature-

man relationship which the weather and the sea emphasizes, the 

common necessities of life, such as food and clothing, reflect 

the islanders' affinity to nature. For instance, tne clothing 

of the primitives of Aran, unlike the clothing of the more 

civilized people of the mainland, is made of simple homespun 

woolen and flannel cloth, and the food is no more sophisticated 

than dairy produce, potatoes, fish, and bacon-the only meat. 

. , 0n the Atlantic thus live The natives of these wild islands on one 

1 omHrnnment. "Their way of life has close to their natural environment. 

w anvthina much more artificial," Synge 
never been acted on oy an/u-.i j 

• <c -md burrows or tne xteatures t-naL writes, "than the nests and ouxx 

13 
Ibid., 32 
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live around them. 

lhe oecond characteristic of the primitivisrn of the 

Aran islanders, a tendency to passion as opposed to reason, 

is apparent from the keen or lamentation which traditionally 

accompanies the death of one of the natives. This extended 

lamentation, accompanied by a wake which usually features 

drinking and violence, is not so much an expression of sorrow 

over the death of a particular person as it is an expression 

of anguish at the root of all human life. Synge describes 

this grief as "the whole passionate rage that lurks somewhere 

IS — in every native of the island."-1--^ "m this cry of pain," 

Synge continues, "the inner consciousness of the people seems 

to lay itself bare for an instant, and to reveal the mood of 

beings who feel their isolation in the face of a universe that 

wars on them with winds and seas." This keen or lamentation 

is the most profound expression of the sorrow that lies at the 

base of the general gaiety of the natives oi_ Aran. 

The islanders axe customarily extremely reticent, 

particularly the men. As people wno know tne violence and 

passion that lies at the roocs o~ tneir nature, tne natives 

are reluctant to express their emotional turbulence: 

It is only in the intonation of a few sentences 
or some 'old fragment of melody that I catch the 

^xbid., 43. 

^Ibid., 64. 
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sox it it o i fcTv=> i c; i —j j— , 
sit together and talv J,in general the men 
tides and fish and nf"-: en<? ess iteration of the 
mara.lb ' tlle Price kelp in Conne-

pa.^ion does express itself on rare occasions, apart frora 

th_ vake ariL keen which accompanies the burying "of the dead. 

An example is given by Synge in his account of a woman who 

denounced her son in public because he had provided the main

land police with information which led to the eviction of one 

or the poorer islanders. Synge wonders what motivation prompts 

a woman, who ostensibly has little to live for except her 

children, to vehemently curse her son in public: 

In the fury of her speech I seem to look again 
into the strangely reticent temperament of "the 
islanders, and to feel the passionate spirit that 
expresses itself, at odd moments only, with magni
ficent words and gestures.-7 

This passion of the islanders is an accepted part of their 

natures, indeed a revered one, which can be equated with the 

wild, irrational nature which largely conditions their way of 

life. The islanders believe that this passion springs from 

a supernatural source beyond their control; so crimes of 

passion, as in the case of the parricide who was hidden from 

the mainland police until he escaped to the United States— 

the prototype of Christy iiahon—are not treated as crimes on 

Aran. Synge claims that the primitives of Aran are not 

~°Ibicl., 63. 

17Ibid., 91. 
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criminals but are always capable of crimes of passion: 

A man will do no wrong unless he is under the 
influence 0j-^a passion wliicli is as irresponsible 
as a storm^of the sea. If a man has killed his 
father, ana is already sick and broken with re
morse, they can see no reason why he should be 
dragged away and killed by the law. 13 

The tnird predominant characteristic of the primitives 

of Aran, a love for wild and improbable tales, is scarcely . 

affected by the increasing pace of life and the national 

communication systems which prevail on the mainland. The 

only communication the islanders have with the outside world 

is by radio-telephone; the weekly visit of the priest; and the 

islanders* infrequent trips to the mainland of Ireland. The 

world of the natives of Aran is thus extremely insular, even 

more so than Christy Mahon's world—-his "walking the world" 

at least meant walking from "a high and windy spot" in Kunster 

to the north of Connaughtl The island people are thus required 

to provide their own news and entertainment with skills wnich 

are locally acquired. 

The entertainment on Aran is provided by the local 

bards or poets who carry on an age—old tradition of orally 

transmitting the ancient tales, poems, and songs ox. the Celtic 

race. Synge describes these bards and their oral tradition: 

In primitive times every poet reel tea his onn 
poem with the music he conceived with the words 
in his moment of excitement. And hi^ nearers 

18Ibid., SS 
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wno acanirea tne work repeated it with the 
sane exact music of the poet. This is sUh 
done among the Aran Islanders.13 

ihe^e tal_o, poems, and songs, some of them finding echo in 

oaner countries, revolve primarily around the folklore of the 

islands; our interspersed in the stories are accounts of recent 

happenings such as local crimes, tales brought by the visitors 

on the islands and such matter. The tales are thus a strange 

medley of wild and improbable accounts of castles and gold, 

sailors and silks, captains and hags. Synge was naturally 

fascinated with the oral tradition, where the intonation of 

the first storyteller's voice found an echo, perhaps centuries 

later in the voices he was hearing. However, these bards who 

carried on this tradition were a dying race in Aran, and Synge, 

listening to Pat Dirane, the blind poet who was probably the 

contemporary model for the blind Martin Doul in The Hell of the 

Saints (1905), was seeing the last remnants of the bardic 

tradition which was an integral part of Celtic civilization. 

The reverence for the man of "poetry-calk," as evident in Aran 

as it was in the ancient Celtic world, finds expression in 

most of the heroes of Synge's plays, especially Christy Kahon 

of the Playboy. To Synge the art of "poetry-talk," the 

"spiritual" quality which synthesized with the "healthy animal 

blood" to make the total Celtic hem, is one of the predominant 

19 Q O Greene, p» "3, 
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Tnere is evidence of paganism, the fourth character

istic or the islanders, in the subject matter of most of the 

stories told by Pat Dirane and John Joice. ' Host of these 

tales are aoout the fairies or earth-gods who are the ever-

prescnu spirits on the islands. These fairies are not, however 

the simple race of little men who are sometimes called 

leprechauns today. Neither are they the "fortunate beings 

who are immortal, ever beautiful, ever happy, ever young."20 

To the islanders of Aran the fairies are very real and dour 

earth-gods who, occupying the intermediate position between 

spiritual and corporal beings, wage constant war on the men, 

women, and children of Aran. According to P. W. Joyce, they 

are followers of the Celtic mythological sea-god, Manannan mac 

Lir; they preserve themselves from old age and death by drinkinr 

21 Ms ale and eating the flesh of his swine. These Celtic 

earth-gods, to whom men are "nothing but 'The Dead' while they 

are 'The Living,"'22 have a dual effect on the lives of 

Synge's primitives: they are at one time beneficent and at 

anocner malericenu., out mosuly me lc-uusr» xiiac nxgrm iu 

died," Pat Dirane tells Synge in a typical story or the 

mysterious death of a child, "and. 'Believe me, sai^ me old 

20P. W. Joyce, A social History of Ancient Ireland (Hew 
fork, IDoGy, I, 25o. 
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man, the i-aines were in But Synge realizes that 

une isiries are only pale echoes of the old, all-powerful gods 

°- Celtic mythology; gods such as mac Lir and Dagaa, the sun-

god and most powerful of the pagan gods of Celtic antiquity. 

Christianity had reduced the gods to fairies, poor remnants 

of pagan days; but oven so, a fear of them is still evident 

in Synge*s Aran, though in the mainland of Ireland this fear 

had not only vanished but was now the cause of laughter. 

The four characteristics of the Aran Islanders which 

Synge notes in his The Aran Islands, as well as the "spiritual" 

and "animal" qualities, are together, as has been stated above, 

the characteristics of primitivesm. Synge had found in the 

twentieth century, living on the edge of Europe, a race of 

people who he believed had somehow been forgotten by western 

civilization. Many factors contributed to his understanding 

and appreciation of a way of life which in a few years would 

be joined to the "civilized" life of the mainland: Synge*s 

early studies at Trinity College in Dublin in the Gaelic 

language;24 his early studies of natural life;25 his belief 

that all great literature has its roots "among the clay and 

23Aran Islands, 24. 

24Greene, pp. 39-40. 

25Ibid., pp. 18-20. 



worms" of primitive life;26 his hatred of Christianity;27 

and, perhaps most important, his own nature which, as Yeats 

wrote Oj. nim, was "passionate and simple" like the nature of 

the islanders. Synge's experience with the island people 

lei i- him profoundly moved, this is ohvious from his single— 

iuinaed attempt to reconstruct the values of the people of Aran 

in the heroes of his plays, from the Aran stories which he 

developed into the narrative of most of his plays, as well 

as from the Aran setting of his greatest tragedy, Riders to the 

Sea (1904). This life he saw on a "wet rock on the Atlantic" 

also convinced him in a very real way that the modern or 

"civilized" world v/as brutalizing rather than enobling the 

spirit of modern man. 

Synge's account of his second visit to Aran gives 

evidence of his growing hatred for the urban way of life which 

had rapidly increased all over Europe since science and tech

nology, in the early nineteenth century, became increasingly 

important to a social life which was hitherto distinguished by 

both its regionalism and its closeness to natural life. The 

corporate technique of living whicn gro.-rs our. o_. an industrial

ized state is characterized by a national government, national 

lav which is enforced by a national police force, and, at 

26See Svncre' s discussion of art in his Preface to Poems, 
The Works of John M. Svnac (Boston, 1912,, xl. 

27 Greene, PP* 13-lo. 



least in the nnietpp^fh 
•C" cen"^-y in Ireland, a national 

religious policy. To ths lrish regional^ ̂  Syng0 ^ 

surviving in Aran, this new "civilized" way of life was an 

obvious threat, synge appears to h.- „ felt that the gualities 

which madc the life of the primitives of Aran distinctly dif

ferent from the mainland could only flourish as long as local 

life was left to control itself; hut this is what the forces 

of the mainland refused to allow, synge gives an example of 

now "civilization" was catching up with the ancient primitivism 

of Aran he describes how a group of police arrived on Aran to 

evict a tenent who believed that the property of the islands 

belonged uo the people who had lived there for centuries: 

After ray weeks spent among primitive men, this 
glimpse of the newer type of humanity was not re
assuring. Yet these mechanical police, with the 
commonplace agents and sheriffs," and the rabble" 
they had hired, represented aptly enough the 
civilization for which the homes of the island 
were to be desecrated. 

The word "desecrated" is appropriate to the Anglo-Irish writer's 

growing conviction of the sacredness of primitivism. Thus in 

another passage, comparing the urban life of Galway and the 

primitive life a few miles out in the sea, he castigates the 

life of the town: 

I have corns out of an hotel full of tourists and 
commercial travellers, to stroll along the edge of 
Galway Bay, and look out in the direction of the 
islands. The town... seems... a tawdry medley of all 

^°Aran Islands, SS. 
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thai; is crudest in modern life. The nullity o-
~ t̂lS f'Ual°r 0f the 58« ri ?hs same pangs oj_ w andering disgust. 9 

Thau ovnge fixids the lire on Aran heroic, resembling 

the regional and primitive life which distinguished the heroic 

age of Celtic civilization, is evident throughout his Aran 

Islands. - here is an unmistakable reverence shown for the 

crude way of life of the natives. "It seemed like a dream," 

he writes in a typical statement, "that I should be sitting 

here among these men. and women listening to this rude and 

beautiful poetry that is filled with the oldest passions in 

30 the world," This is also shown by his resolve to leave 

Paris, where the essentially urban literature of symbolism 

and naturalism had been defined by Mallarrae and Zola, to 

devote his art to an examination, in dramatic r;oetry, of 

the conflict between European civilisation and primitivism, 

31 
as reflected in Ireland. Synge rejoices on his return to the 

islands: "As I sat down on my stool and lit ray pipe with the 

corner of a sod, I could have cried out with the feeling of 

festivity that this return procured rae.i,J/- Synge was aware, 

however, that the lire of Aran nao. onl^ a few years be£Ox.e 

29 
Ibid., 49. 

3°Ibid., 120. 

3iSee Yeats on Synge in his Autobiography (New York, 
1953), p. 384. 

32Aran Islands, 144. 
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being assimilated to the modern urbanized world which Ireland 

was rapictiy joining in the early twentieth century. This 

thought added poignancy to one of Synge • s last statements on 

the future of Aran: 

The thought that this island will gradually yield 
to une utnlessness or "progress" is as the cer
tain cv tnat decaying age is moving alwavs nearer 
to the cheeks it is your ectasy to kisst How much 
Oj. Ireland vras formerly like this, and how much of 
Ireland is today Anglicized and. civilized and bru
talized. ̂ J 

Thus Tne .ran I slands, beginning with Synge * s joyful discovery 

that the "noble savage" still survives in western civilization, 

ends with the author's fear that Aran is soon to go the way of 

the urbanizing European world. 



CHAPTER III 

THE PLAYBOY OF THE A£*A wEoTERg WORLD 

2il§. Aran I slangs gives some indication of the nature of 

Synge o pi mi Livi s - tnesi3 but the work does not indicate very 

clearly what the nature of life is in the more urban and in

dustrialized mainland of Ireland. Nor does it indicate very 

clearly what the conflict is between those two ways of life. 

Synge answers these questions in his poetic drama by pitting 

his heroes against characters whose natures are antithetical 

to the natures of his heroes. Such a character is Shawn Keogh 

in the Playboy. As a typical representative of the modern 

man of the Irish mainland, he has no affinity to nature, a 

tendency to reason as opposed to passion, and no love for bards, 

Neither has he the "healthy animal blood" and the "pure and 

spiritual" characteristics which distinguish the men of Aran 

and the heroes of Yeats' plays, the Celtic mythological heroes 

who are the archetypal primitives of Ireland. Shawn Keogh 

is characterised by his slavish following of the local priest 

and by his deeo suspicion ox tne unorthodox. ns opposed to 

the atavistic and oassionate individuality O.L cnrisuy Manon, 

the hero in The Playboy of the Western -vorla (1907), Snawn 

Keogh is eminently suited to the modern corporate technique 

"'"Citations from The Playboy of thg Western World are 
to The Tories of John H. synge (Boston, 1912), u. 
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or life on one Irish mainland; Christy Kahon, on the other 

hand, like the Aran islanders and their Celtic prototypes, 

reoukes any authority which is imposed outside of the region 

or tribe. . national system of lav?, c ommerce, government, 

and religion is the feature of the way of life which Shawn 

keogh admires and which Cirri sty Mahon despises, 

the conflict between civilisation and priraitivism is 

apparent from the setting of the play, the interior of the 

shebeen or public house. This centre of trade is protected by 

the "polis" or police who are the servants of Dublin Castle, 

the seat of Anglo-Irish law. "...If you'd come In better 

hours," the owner of the Shebeen, Michael James, tells the 

arriving Playboy, "you'd have seen 'Licensed for the Sale of 

Beer and Spirits, to be consumed on the premises, * written in 

white letters above the door."2 We further learn from Michael 

James that the law protects the members of the Church: "...and 

what would the polis want spying on me, and not a decent house 

within four miles, the way every living Christian is a aona 

fide."3 This statement implies that the law only protects 

those who abide by the rules or the Cnurcn. 10 i^ynge, tne 

protectors of Christianity are the same police who were 

"desecrating" the homes of the half-pagan islanders of Aran. 

Symbolic of national lav? the police are thus the enemy of 

2Playbo~'", 19 

^Ibid. 
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regional primitivism. as they are th» frfo'vi ^ j_-, -  - c n e  r r i e n c t  o i  t n e  c o r p o r a t e  
state. 

Tnat Christianity* is a strong moral force among the 

peasantry o: Mayo is emphasized by t presence of Shawn Keoc, 

in one opening scene of the Playboy. This follower of Father 

Reilly snares many of the same characteristics as his earlier 

counterpart, Michael Dara of In the shadow of the Glen (1903), 

_>ut v;nercas I-.iCi.iael * s mind is dominated by dreams of material 

wealth, Shawn's mind is dominated by the fear of the local 

priest and the Christianity he represents. Both men are mean, 

cowardly, and extremely suspicious of any display of unconvention

al! ty. Father Reilly is Shawn's guide and protector and though 

he never appears on the stage, his spirit is constantly evoked 

by his disciple. This Christian spirit, like the pagan of 

Patch Darcy in Synge's first play, permeates the play and 

heightens the conflict of the two antitethical forces of primi-

tivism and civilization. It is initially apparent when Michael 

James asks Shawn to stay overnight in the shebeen while he 

attends a wake. But though Shawn is asked to stay overnight 

in order to protect Michael James' daughter, Pegeen Hike, he 

refuses. "I would and welcome," he replies to Pegeen's father, 

"but I'm afeared of Father ReillyJ and wnat au all .-.oulci t i^e 

4Synge does not distinguish between the Church and 
Christianity in his writings. For discussions on ms religious 
beliefs, see Greene, pp» 13-27. 



Holy Father and the Cardinals orr.n 
" 0j~ Roms be sayrng if they heard 

I did the like of that "5 a i , 
aiaougn Snawn is betrothed to 

Pegeen, his fear of the authorifv or 
of Ro-e prevents him from 

fulfilling 3- common act of kindness. 

t-vidc..u -rom nie setting and opening scene of the 

daS8Z that Ule rural of i<»yo has few remnants of 

the social structure which predominated in the ancient Gaelic 

a _ eosei.aally au.ve on Aran# The 

authority of lav;, as symbolized by the police, is protected 

by an army-protected castle in Dublin. Similarly, the Church, 

a° syi-lbolizea by Father Reilly, is imposed on the peasantry of 

1 avo by a state-protected organization whose headquarters is 

even further av/ay from kayo than Dublin. In other words, the 

idea of the family, or the larger concept of tribe, which is 

the traditional social authority in Gaelic Ireland as it is in 

Synge's bran, has been replaced by the larger concept of society, 

The dominating forces of this society in Ireland are, of course, 

the Church and state. Hov/ever, in Synge's Mayo there is evi

dence that the local, primitive way of life is still remembered 

by most of the community. There is further evidence that the 

values which sprang from that way of life are still highly 

respected by all the peasantry of Mayo except Shawn Keogh, 

the "polis," and Father Reilly. This is clear from Pegeen 

hike's reaction to her learning that the Playboy is a parricides 

Playboy, 11. 
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sne immediately falls in love with him. But her admiration for 

men who are capable of passionate acts, like the men of Aran 

and their Celtic prototypes, is also evident from her early 

quarrel witn Shawn Keogh. she had been piqued by Shawn's 

refusal to stay overnight with her in the shebeen, so she dryly 

asks him why he thinks Rome would concern itself with his 

behaviour, and at tno same time she castigates the modern man 

of Mayo: 

It's a wonder, Shaneen, the Holy Father *d be 
taking notice of the likes of you; for if I was 
him I wouldn't bother with this place where you'll 
meet none but Red Linahan, has a squint in his 
eye, and. Patcheen is lame in his heel, or the mad 
Mulrannies were driven from California and they 
lost in their wits. We're a queer lot...6 

Shawn is "scandalized" (Synge * s italicized word) at Pegeen's 

flippant reference to the Pope and the scorn she shows for the 

life around her. "...We're as good this place as another," 

he replies defensively, "...and as good these times as were 

forever."*7 Pecreen vehemently denies that the modern man of 

Mayo is "as good these times as were forever": 

As good is it? Where now will you meet the like of 
Daneen Sullivan knocked out the eye of _ a. peeler, or 
Marcus Quinn. . .got six monens for maiming ewes, anci 
he a great warrant to tell stories o^_ noly Ireland 
till he'd have the old women shedding down tears 
about their feet.o Where will you j-ind tne li^e of 
them , I 'ra s ayi ng? ° 

6Ibid. 

^Ibid., 12. 

8Ibid. 
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here Pegeen not only implies contempt for Shawn's abject 

respecc for the Laws of Church and state, but she also directly 

mourns the absence of men with the personal qualities which 

distinguishes Synge's rude islanders. The passionate and 

unchristian acts or the two dead men, as well as the ability 

of one of them to tell stories that had women "shedding down 

tears," contrast the antitethical qualities of Shawn. He, 

unlike Daneen Sullivan and Marcus Quinn, is the passionless, 

timid man who fears the authority of the Church, abides by the 

authority of the lav/, and sees language as a means of verbal 

communications rather than, as in the oral tradition of the 

bards of Aran, as a means of awakening the "timeless passions," 

or, in other words, of awakening the passions which would have 

women "shedding down tears." 

Pegeen's yearning for men with passion, "poetry-talk," 

and an adherence to something older and more significant than 

the laws of Rome* as well as the 1 aws Oj_ Anglo—Ireland the 

qualities which distinguish the men of Aran- represents a 

yearning for the daimonic or dionysiae spirit which nas aied 

in the people of Kayo. Shawn Keogh, the antithesis of the 

daimonic man who cultivates the irresponsible or irrational 

spirit, typifies the modern man of Kayo in his reply to 

Pegeen* s outburst of longing for the men of other days. 

"Father Reilly," he replies, "has small conceit to have that 



kind walking around »r-.^ - u •>, . 
9 a-ounu ana talking to the girl- .,9 .. . 

,, , , " ~ Shawn Keogn, 
syracol of the modern man of r» 

' " y°' one outstanding 

urat as bee„ characterized by an early synge scholar as a 

'maddening terror of Rather Reilly.-lO fears ̂  acts ̂  

irresponsibility and is extremely reluctant to pass praise 

on any personages of the past who have not been sanctified 

by the Church. He regards, in short, his times as the best 

of times, his place the best of places, and his Church the 

best guide to living. 

Christy I-Iahon, employed as a "pot-boy" in the house of 

intoxicating drink, is Synge* s symbol of the dionysiac spirit 

which expresses itself, like the qualities which distinguish 

the primitives or Aran, in an affinity to nature,"1"1 "poetry-

talk," a pagan cult, and passionate acts. But Christy's 

mythological prototype is not so much the Greek Dionysus as 

be is the Celtic Cisin or Ossean. This archetypal poet-hero 

of the Gael shares the "animal" and "spiritual" characteristics 

Ox Christy Mahon, Pegeen's remembered heroes, and the primi

tives of Aran. 

An eminent poet and a passionate man of action, Cisin 

symbolizes the twin qualities of the archetypal poet-heroes of 

9Ibid. 

IpHaurice Bourgeois, John Millington Synge and the Irish 
Theatre (New York, 1313), p. 19o. 

"^See discussion of nature in the Playboy in Una BHis-
Ferraor *s The Irish Dramatic Movement (London, 1939), p. 170. 
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the Gael whicn Synge synthesizes in all his heroes. Tradition 

tells us that he was the son of Finn mac Cumhal, the leader 

of the Celtic mythological fiana, the bands of young warriors 

depicted in the Osseanic Cycle. Although Finn shared many of 

the personal qualities of the earliest of the mythological 

heroes or the Celtic world, Cuchulain, he served a different 
^ , 12 

r inn was an extra-tribal hero, responsible only to 

mmself, whereas Cuchulain, a hero in a tribe, was responsible 

to his king, Conchubar (the Agememmnon of the Gael), to protect 

his kingdom. The f ianei, on the other hand, were "groups of 

young warriors who, for a variety of reasons were unable to 

fit comfortably within the precisely defined patterns of tribal 

13 life." They were a band of warriors who roamed at will 

throughout the countryside and fought for whatever cause they 

deemed might be right or which profited them most. Oisin was 

their leader's son and an illustrious poet. During his life

time he visited, like Orpheus, the Gtherworld, the Isles of 

the Blest, where he remained for over three hundred years. On 

returning to Ireland, finding all the fiana dead, he meets 

Saint Patrick who, having converted most of the country to 

Christianity, attempts to convert him to the new faith. 

^For a discussion of the characteristics of Cuchulain, 
see X. w/f. Corcoran * s "Celtic Mythology," hew Larouse Sncy-
clooedia of Hybho 1 ocry9 ecU Robert Graves (New /orK> 19b9) , 
p. 170. 

•^Ibid. , p. 234. 
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Patrick docs noc succeed although he threatens him with 

eternal punishnent in the Christian hell. Oisin bitterly 

leaves .^auiac -co an era which ha pronounces doom on.~^' 

Ciiri sty Manon, whose Celtic r ;ototype is Oisin, has 

two predominant characteristics which immediately appeal not 

only to Pegeen but to all the Mayo peasantry except Shawn 

Keogh. Outlined in Pegeen * s regret for the absence of men 

like Daneen Sullivan and Marcus Qui mi, these qualities are 

passion and "poetry-talk"; the passion that stimulates Daneen 

Sullivan to knock out "the eye of a peeler" and the "poetry-

talk" that has "old women shedding down tears about their 

feet." The Ossianic passion and "poetry-talk," or the "animal" 

and "spiritual" qualities which Synge found in the men of 

Aran, are molded into Christy Kahon's atavistic individualism. 

These qualities of passion and rhetorical power nave an 

enormous appeal to a peasantry wno, tnough living a lii.e tnat 

is characterised by an adherence to the laws of Suite ana 

church, still long for a society which glorifies the individual 

who is responsible only to nirasel-. 

Synge thus has Christy Mahon come into the drab life of 

Mayo and by a display of excessive individualism- dramatically 

change, though only for a time, the quality of tnxs lire. The 
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peasantry are overawed at the "bravery" of the parricide. 

"I a be Qic-arer to do that,"15 Pegeen admiringly says of 

Christy's murder. "I never cursed my father," she admits 

with regret, "though I'm twenty and more years of age.1,13 

In the same way the peasantry who frequent Michael James* 

shebeen equate Christy's act of parricide with a courage which, 

as Pegeen has stated, has vanished from Mayo. Recommending 

that the Playboy be hired to protect Pegeen (since Shawn Keogh 

refuses to risk breaking the laws of Rome), a drinking com

panion of Michael Janes declares that 

Bravery's a treasure in a lonesome place, and a lad 
would kill his father, I'm thinking, would face a 
foxy civil on the flags of hell.^ 

Widow Quinn, who boasts of having killed her husband, tells 

Shawn Keogh that all women love a brave lover. "...All girls 

are fond of courage," she says to hira, "and hate the likes of 

you."13 The irony in Widow Quinn*s statement is that Christy 

Mahon, by his parricide, becomes loved, while Snawn Keogh, 

living in mortal fear of the Charon whose neao in Soma is i_ne 

Holy Father, become s despi seo.. 

It appears reasonable, from the foregoing, to see an 

important relationship between the admiration of the peasantry 

13P_layboy, 15. 

1SIbia., 35. 

17Ibid., 26. 
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of Mayo and their own frustrated lives.19 Christy's act is 

not so much wrongful in their eyes as it is a synodic act; a 

blow against the father-figure as the cause of repression, the 

stumbling doc'; to man being able to actuate his own potential 

as a unique individual. Thus the general approval and admira

tion wnich meets Christy's tale of murder is indicative of the 

general sense or ciesolation which pervades over this part of 

Mayo. This admiration can also be explained by what we have 

read about the attitude which the primitives of Aran have for 

acts of passion. To the islanders, all acts of passion are 

outside of the control of the actor; they come from forces 

which man cannot control and, therefore, they do not merit 

human punishment. Rather, these acts are the cause of wonder 

and possibly admiration since they indicate a supernatural 

force driving the passionate man. Although a different morality 

prevails in the more sophisticated Mayo, some remnants of the 

ancient morality which has remained alive an Synge s Aran may 

still exist in the psyche of Synge* s Mayo. 

The Playboy's act of violence, if we eahe it to symoolize 

courage and a blow against the oppressiveness of life as repre

sented by the father-figure, is not the only reason wny he 

"Herbert Kowarth, £09 Irish NrJ^ (New York, 1953) 
P. 220 auotes a letter from George nussel (An,) to Synge. xm 
w-na quotes , v.-, - inoosed such a melencholy into my wild country Mayo here has impose^ T - . , . , , j 4-"ho "CO W2TX u© uO /Satoi • # ®T AclQ 
-ood that i nave nor - . t- distress here wluch is a 
nothing to say except accounts ol rue _ 
a-:,- Z. 1 -x. -Mat- is not a cheerful subject; for a disgrace to humanity and tnat is uut «, 
letter." 
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draws so mucb actairation froo tha peasantry of Kayo. The 

Playboy's telling of the tale adds immeasurably to the fascination 

\vitn wmch tiio Iiciyo dgs Scintrcv Tiim t *1^-^ -*-v. _ _ - nxra. Lxive trie archetypal 

poet-heio Ol 1110 G0.G"• • 01 sin* rhri c?+ tt ?•*^-u..... - . 9 UJ*oJ-^ hanon, to achxeve true 

status as a Gaelic hero, must prove that he has power over 

language. Tnus Bynge synthesizes in his Playboy the "animal" 

qualities of passion and the "spiritual" qualities of "poetry-

talk." By this synthesis Synge will have caught what he terms 

the "spirit of Aran": the hero whose predominant characteristics 

are those which distinguish the primitives of Aran. These 

distinctive qualities, springing from the archetypal poet-hero, 

Oisin, are the same as those which characterize Pegeen's dead 

heroes, Daneen Sullivan and Marcus Quinn, 

The Playboy of the Western World appears to have realized 

that, as a recent critic of Synge states, "the heroic deed needs 

to be informed by an aesthetically satisfying pattern of such 

20 epic proportions as to inspire mystery and awe." His first 

description of tlie murder, for instance, is bald and briei., 

indicating no awareness on the part of C mi sty thaL he musu 

embellish the tale to make the "dirty deed" a symbol or a blow 

for freedom. "I just riz the 'loy* and let o.all the edge of 

it on the ridge of his skull," he says, "and he went aown an 

feet like an empty sack, and never let a grunt or groan 

20,. _ —iiT t i "svricre» Sophocxes, and me tn— nary Rose ^ullxvan, „ iqrq\ wo 
- 7, .... -> -ira-ia ytt (December, 1 wl, or T.-vth." foaern Df.ama, aj.i w-1 naking of Myth," Modern 



a from Mm at all.-21 However, his vague description delivere 

shortly afterwards, of where the deed took place—"oh, a dis

tant place, a windy corner of high distant hills"22— has a 

distinct self-conscious poetic quality which is indicative c . 

the Playboy* s growing awareness of the power of mystery in a 

tale such as he had to tell. From this point on Cirri sty con

tinually elaborates on the initial brief account of the murder 

until, in the second act of the Playboy, it has become a tale 

of epic proportion: 

With that the sun came out between the cloud and 
the hill, and it shining green in my face. "God 
have mercy on your soul," says he, lifting a scythe; 
"or on your own," says I, raising the loy. ..He gave 
a drive with, the scythe, and I gave a lep to the 
east. Then I turned around with my back to the 
north, and I hit him a blow on the ridge of his 
skull, laid him stretched out, and he split to the 
knob of his gullet.23 

In this embellished account of the tale we see that the Playboy 

has found the Ossianic power of "poetry-talk" and is using 

it to give his story the qualities of an epic. After elabora

ting on the natural setting in his early speech—"a windy corner 

of high distant hills"—Christy here ties the timing of his 

act with the natural motion of the sun. He also produces a 

fhythm in his language ("says he," "says i") whicn adas 

excitement to the account. And finally, with the sun "shining 

^^Plavbov, 25. 

^ ̂Ihid., 26. 

23Ibid. , 51. 
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green and *c. ne rnyenrcr1 c r,i]t*;^ ~i n•-•* ,. y u m _ c  i u m 1 %  u0  t n e  " e a s t "  a n d  t h e  " n o r t h , "  

he suggests tne orenauural elGro.en.tc; ~mri + -W-. • j_ -. . tj.u^ncs and tne ritualistic move

ments which are characteristic of the epic tale.24 

Tras developing rhetorical power of the Playboy also 

fines its expression in the language he uses to woo Pegeen: 

I ve said^it nowhere till this night, I'm telling 
you, ror I've seen none the likes of you the eleven 
long days am walking the world, looking over a low 
ditch or a high ditch on my north or ray south, 
where|d you'd see young, limber girls, and fine 
prancing women making laughter with the men. 

Listening with delight, Pegeen immediately recognizes Christy 

not only as a courageous flouter of conventional morality but 

as a man of "talk and streeleen" : 

If you weren't destroyed travelling, you'd have as 
much talk and streeleen, I'm thinking, as Owen Roe 
G'Sullivan or the poets of Dingle Bay...26 

Later in the pla.y, as she now falls in love more with the poet 

than the killer, she refers to Christy's "such poet's talking 

and such bravery of heart."27 Later she again refers to him 

as a poet: "any woman would walk her heart out before she'd 
7 Q 

meet a young man was your like for elocruence, or talk, at all," 

Widow Quinn, perhaps the most astute OJ_ tne cnaracters 

24See Sullivan for discussion of the Playboy's use of 
rhetoric. 

2"Playboy, 31. 

26-t - -xbia. 

27Ibid., 90. 
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in the Mu^oy, calls Christy's language "poetry-talk"; and 

the Playboy himself, never one- to shirk from boasting, adds 

to the growing awareness of the peasantry that the parricide 

is a poet: "I'm after hearing my vorce this day saying word-

would raise the topknot en a poet in a merchant's town,"29 

The most obvious illustration of Christy's status as a poet is 

provided oy tne prises which the Playboy received, for his 

triumphant "leaping and racing and licking the world" at the 

village games: 

A bagpipe si A fiddle was played by a poet in the 
years gone byl A flat and three-thornad blackthorn 
stic): would lick the scholars out of Dublin town.2° 

These trophies suggest, as Arthur Ganz notes, "consecration 
3-} 

as a bard rather than triumph as an athlete." x Although there 

is no evidence that the Playboy can play the bagpipes or the 

fiddle, two of the most common musical instruments used, by the 

Irish peasantry, they are symbols or his status. Similarly, 

the blackthorn, like the staff used by the wandering poets of 

the Christian oeriocl of Irish history to ward oxr pedantry, is 

32 symbolic of the poet."1' 

29lbid., 103. 

3QIbid., 85. 

31 Arthur Ganz, "J. I- Synge and the Drama of Art," 
hodern Drama, X (Hay, 1057), 64. 

32 Arnr^i-ts who have followed Synge (such as M. 
j v_,, xrrV T 7 "X" ---n, Dublin, 1953), have gxven u • nolloy, The King o_ -• moav o * 
their poets staffs to ward off pedantry. 



AlthOUCh Ch">~"i stv'«! »<->+- ^jr 
-- ty s act o, parricide is the initial 

cause of i-egeen' s admiration, a oo^prfni o,r-- t • a P°"eri.ul symbolic stimulant 
to ner i.ruscrated yearaino*0 *i •*- -> 0 , y_arnxngw, u is one Christy of "talk and 

streeleen" mho wins her hmr-;- -> 4-w nCj. n^arl. m ur end. The "brave act," 

taking place in a vague "windy hill," becomes increasingly 

less a reality than the ever-present poet as he embellishes 

his epic talc. Therefore when Pegeen eventually faces the 

deed which gave birth to the poet, she is unable to cope with 

the reality of her lover; that is, that Christy's becoming 

the Playboy or poet-hero, in the eyes of the peasantry of Mayo 

as well as in Pegeen's, necessitates an overt action which is 

a blow against the conventional life of Mayo. Or, explained 

in another way, Pegeen has begun to divorce the "spiritual" 

from the "animal" qualities of the Playboy. But these quali

ties are inseparable, as we have seen in Pegeen* s dead heroes, 

in the primitives of Aran, and in the archetypal primitives of 

the Gael. 

Hear the close of the third act of the Playboy. Christy 

having "murdered" his father a second time, Pegeen decides to 

inform the police about the parricide. "There's a great gap," 

she limply exuiains, "between a gallous story and a dirty deed.' 

eY this decision to reject Christy, Pegeen commits herself to 

soide by the conventions of modern Mayo which all of the 

Peasantry ultimately abide by, although yearning to break throuc 

°^?layboy, 107. 
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the conventions -coat root her to the law-abiding shebeen and the 

Church-dominated Shawn Keogh. When faced with the "dirty deed" 

being acted ouc before her eyes rather than at a safe distance 

and time, Pegeon demonstrates her inability to make the intel

lectual and emotional commitment to the brutal fact of the deed 

which initially won her admiration* Her longing for the era of 

the two dead heroes is thus shown as sentimental rather than 

passionate. Che does not really want the world of Daneen 

Sullivan and Marcus Ouinn, where passionate, brutal acts are 

accepted as inspired by forces outside the control of man, 

Pegeen's passion is for the security which modern conventional 

living in Mayo guarantees—hence the ever-present "polis." 

And so since Christy's blow against the oppressiveness or the 

father—figure necessitates breaking the law of the state as 

well as the law of the Christian God, she cannot follow the 

Playboy in all the implications of his act. Although she nas 

helped Christy to grow and realize his potential as a poet-hero, 

like Oisin, through her favorable reaction to his murder and 

his embellishing of the tale, she cannot shake off the conven

tional morality. Temporarily rejecting tne laws OJ. Cnurcn and 

state for the primitivism which had, in its regional nature, 

its awn local gods and legal system, Pegeen again firmly 

.^--1 life of Mavo. But she 
establishes herself in the convenrxonal 

y-; +• of the Piayooy witnout 
does not reject the Ossianic spirit 

. _ h VP Tost him surely," she laments 
regrets. "Oh, my grief, 1 hav_ -
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at the end of the play, "r've loo---y' - ve ios, Pne only Playboy of the 

Western World. 

The settled community of Mayo is perhaps best symbolized 

byPegeen'* father, Michael James. He is a more developed 

and therefore more human character, in terms of his growth 

within the dramatic structure of the play, than his earlier 

counterpart, Dan Burke; but essentially he is of the same 

careful, materialistic breed. Unlike the dour Dan Burke, 

Michael James is impressed by "poetry-talk" but, like his 

daughter, i*c is Christy's tale of the "dirty deed" rather than 

the deed itself which arouses his sympathetic response. So 

when Christy supposedly kills his father a second time—this 

tine the "murder" taking place outside the licensed premises 

of Michael James rather than somewhere in Kunster—he quickly 

reverses his initial high opinion of the Playboy and orders 

him tied and delivered to the local police. "A daring fellow 

is a jewel of the world," he once said of Christy, "and a man 

did split his father's middle with a sing*le ciout, should nave 

the bravery of ten. . • • However, when Christy's second sup-

Posed murder threatens to jeopardize his license, he explains 

to Christy's father that it is the "will of God" tnat ne 

should hand over the Playboy to the pola.ee; 

34ibid. , HI. 

33Ibid., 23. 
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•*- <— 3.3 i iiio V7 3.il Oi Goo. - j- v>̂ 4- ^ 
little cabins from the treachery ofL^c-uard,thfir 
tj-iiiir"! r~r m -»,t --a^nery oj_ l aw, ana wnat 
tansta b'3 Q°lng i£ 1 ruine<i « was 

But Christy's father has little taste for a people who help 

create a hero and tnen try to destroy him.: 

It s lit-t-lo x ^care ii_ y ou put a bag on her back, 
and went picking cockles till the hour of death; 
nut my .son and myselr will be going our own way, 
and we'll have great times from this out telling 
stories oi tne villainy of Kayo, and the fools 
i s here. •*' 

Thus Michaol Janes, like his daughter, is ultimately more 

concerned about the safety of his business enterprise than he 

is in following the man he once called "a jewel of the world." 

In the Plawboy as in Synge' s first play, there is the 

essential conflict between the hero whose spirit has succeeded 

in freeing itself of a conventional morality by adapting itsel 

to a primitive morality, and the peasant community of Mayo 

whose spirit is unable to rid itself of a morality which is 

confined within the framework of Christianity and the state. 

In both plays the hero is rejected by the community ana bouh 

plays end with the hero leaving because or nis rejection ana 

because he can no longer tolerate the values or tne settled 

community. In Synge' s first play, Dan Burke, symbolizing the 

settled community of Wicklov, is rejected by the Tramp who 

takes "the lady of the house" with him as he makes his final 

^°xbid., 110. 

37Ibid. 
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exits 

Come along with roe now. ladv o-f 4 ---,^ i 
it's not ray blather you'll b * house, and ne hearing only, but 

over the you'll b= hearing the herons crySalu? 
if5*8' f™5. you'll be hearing the ̂  ana 

tne ouals with them, and the larks and the big 
^LtS^ST 3 ?ys ar° w"m.,.it's fine songs 
be ni old J?°?f 19 -m°n tho sun goss UP» and there'll 
close lo yoLi oarl'35°2in3' «» life °£ « •** ̂eep, 

Christy Kahon, rejecting not only Michael Janes but the whole 

Oj. the county or Mayo, makes a sirailar grand farewell, but 

there is wore of triumph than bitterness in his voice: 

Ten tnoucand blessings on all that's here, for 
you've^ turned ne a likely gaffer in the end of 
all, the way I'll go romancing through a romping1 
lifcti. oe f ro:r>. ̂  thi s hour to the dawning of the 
judgment day.30 

However, there is a fundamental difference in Synge' s 

portrayal of the Tranp and Christy Kahon. The Tramp comes on 

the stage fully developed, assured, arrogant; he leaves the 

stage in much the same state. He only know his values from a 

feu lines of his dialogue ana from some of Synge* s critical 

writings on the nature of tramps. " Cn the other hand, when 

Christy Kahon first enters the stage, he is as unsure of the 

role he lias been playing as the "looney or i-mhons" as he is 

the nature of his act of parricide. It is not unci! tne 

end of the play that he exhibits the arrogant assurance Oi. 

33?his citation from In the Shadow 117' 1S 
to The Works of John I1. Svnwe (Soston, 1312), I. 

39 
Playbov, 111. 
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the Tramp on his first entra^m T —> - entrance. m ocher words, the Playboy 

develops within the action of the play whereas the Tramp is 

static in terras of dramatic presentation. This is of course 

one of the main reasons why the lor ;er play is generally con

sidered a masterpiece and the shorter play a dramatic failure. 

But the theses of the two plays are the same. 

The Playboy is first seen by the community of Mayo as 

"a slight young nan, comes in very tired and frightened and 

4i 
"irty»" Pegeon's first impression of him is that he is a 

"soft lad" who "wouldn't slit the windpipe of a screeching 
A 

sov;." To Widow Quinn he appeal's as "sitting so simple" with 

his "cup and cake" as to be "fitter... saying his catechism 

than slaying his da."43 His father remembers the young Playboy 

as a mere simpleton, "fooling over little birds he had—finches 

and filts— or making raugs at his own self in the bit of a glass 

he hal on the vail."44 Christy's poor self-opinion is evident 

from his "I'm slow at learning," "a middling scholar only."45 

rarer ha describes his life before entering the Mayo community • 

Up to tlie day I killed ray father, one re wa^n u 
a person in Ireland .'cnew the kind i was, and I 

41Playboy, IS. 

42Ibid., 23. 

43Ibid.. 37. 

44Ibid.. 63. 

45Ibid.. 20. 
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drin.cing, waiting, eating, sleeping, a cruiet, 
simple poor zellow with no man giving me heed. 

But Cirri sty s self-opinion, as well a_s his fortune, 

radically • nanges once he has disco -ared that the Ossianic 

qualities of "poetry-talk" and passion are highly esteemed 

by the peasantry of i-layo. Having discovered that the "healthy 

animal blood" is no longer a characteristic of Pegeen's men 

of Mayo, as well as their ability to have women "shedding 

down tears," Christy glorifies these Ossianic attributes and 

becomes the poet-hero of the west, "the only Playboy of the 

Western world," 

That Christy has become the outstanding personality or 

Mayo is evident from his intimidation, by his supposed crime, 

of the state and the Church and by his winning the hand of 

Michael James' "fine girl." Christy has also proven his 

superiority over Shawn Keogh, the symbol of the modern man Oj-

Mayo, by his winning the village games, his "bravery of heart," 

Mis talent for "eloquence, or talk," and rus having replaced 

Shawn in Pegeen's affections. That he has become mayo s proven 

hero" is further emphasized by the three girls who arrive to 

honor him, as well as the Widow Quinn's ofrer ol marriage. 

But finally and most important, Christy has overcome in an 

intellectual as well as a physical level the agent of his 

repression, his father. 

46Ibid., 32. 



^rO WXTLil YOUj is it?" 

Christy replies, "I wii! then like a gallant captain with 

his heathen slave." And Christy exits with: "Go on now and 

I'll see yr.j from this day stewing • y oatmeal and washing ray 

spucz, or I'm master of all fights from now."^ 

Christy Mahon has become a poet—hero in the eyes of 

tin Mayo peasantry because he served, as opposed to his 

reasoning mine., the Gssianic spirit; the same spirit as was 

served by Pogecn's remembered Daneen Sullivan and liarcus 

Quinn and Syngo's non of Aran. This spirit had also been 

PttdOtuinant among the peasantry of Mayo in the time of Daneen 

Sullivan and Marcus Quinn, but has now been replaced by the 

antithetical spirit of the Church and state. For much of the 

play, however, Christy's wild and unconventional way of life 

has revived that spirit. A critic writes: 

In his defiance of convention, he has taken on^ 
the look of a man set to slay the dragon that has 
been holding them in thrall...In injecting a 
feeling of excitement into their drab lives Christy 
is at the same time liberating tnem from stifling 
cultural sanctions, and this accounts for the way 
they tend to attach a kind of religious value to 
the violent act.'13 

During Christy*s retelling of the tale there are invariably 

interjections of "Glory be to Godl " or "God bless youi" which 

indicates that the "feeling prevails that his act acquires a 

^Playboy, 110. 

^3Sullivan, 243. 
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transcendent and universal meaning not just despite, but in 

some sense because of, its outraging of all the established 

moral and social conventions."^9 

In the end the forces of convention win out in Mayo, 

The peasant community once again succumbs to the cultural and 

moral standards of the Church and state. Thus the play ends 

with the community rejecting the spirit of Oisin—as expressed 

in the atavistic individualism of the Playboy, and the reaf

firmation of the community's loyalty to the spirit or the 

state and Church—expressing itself in a corporate tecnnique 

of living. in other words, the localized life of primitivism, 

with its myriad of gods, cults, legal systems, and traditions, 

has been replaced by the larger concept of Society which im

poses a uniform God, a uniform legal system, and certain 

uniform traditions. The small "world" of primitivism, which 

in Society has become a pejorative terra for an "inferior way 

of life," has thus been replaced in Synge's Mayo by "civiliza

tion," 

49Ibid. 



CHAPTER IV 

COITCLUSIOIT 

In his address to the Swedish Academy in 1323, W. B. 

teats described Synge's The P1 ayooy of the western "."orId as 

"picturesque, poetical, fastastical, a masterpiece of style 

and rausic, the supreme work of our dialect theatre.Perhaps 

taking a cue from Synge's friend and biographer, the Playboy 

is today generally characterized as essentially a "picturesque" 

and "fantastical" drama; that is, unrelated to social reality. 

For instance, G. Wilson Knight classifies Synge's drama as 

"fantasy and fun,"2 while Joseph Warren Beach, ignoring the 

social aspects of the play, calls the Playboy merely an "example 

3 — of Irish humor." And-when Synge's most famous drama xs 

characterized as a tragicomedy or as a "tragically hearted" 

farce,4 it is the comic or farcial aspects of the drama rather 

than tlie tragic which are emphasized. But Synge, like une 

k/eats, p. 330. 

2q. Wilson Knight, The Golden La.ovrinth: A P.tndy o.. 
British Drare. (Hew York, 1952 j , p. 32-..-. 

0Joseph Warren Beach, English Litsraeure 2i 1 • 
and Sarlv h.-entieth Century, 1793 to the fir st nor Id jar (hew 
York, 1352*1^ Y-'j 225. 

^Raymond Alden, Tanas Review, II (1916-17), 105. 
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writer of this paper, interprets his play as essentially 

"serious," while admitting that parts are "extravagant": 

"...although parts of the Playboy are, or are meant 
to t.., extravagant comedy, still a great deal more 
that is in it and a great^deal more that is behind 
it is perfectly serious,"5 

It has been the contention of this thesis that the 

social seriousness of Synge's Playboy, as wall as his Aran 

I si and s, refers to the conflict of European primitivisra and 

civilization, as reflected in Ireland. This conflict finds 

expression not only in the two works under consideration here; 

it is true of all Synge's tragicomedies. The Tramp, for in

stance, in Synge's first play, In the Shadow of the Glen 

(1904), talcing with him the frustrated wife of the local farmer 

who had been '"lettin' on to be dead," rejects the material 

values which characterize Dan Burke and Shawn -Keogh's counter

part, Michael Dara. In The ">*611 of the Saints (1905), where 

the hero asks to be protected from the "saints of God," the 

blind couple, Mary and Martin Doul, reject the saint's second 

offer to restore their sight. Disenchanted with the world they 

jus^" seen, they prefer the dreams of beauty wnicn tneir 

blindness engenders. Rather than subject themselves to the 

hardship of "progress," Synge has them return to the world of 

their imagination. Finally, in The TinM£l§ Teddfe (1903), 

Christianity, as symbolized by the avaricious priest, xs 

rejected; indeed, Yeats and Gregory were afraxc or presenting 

^Greene, p. 193. 



Aooey -msatre, considering the urban riots which 

greetea Synge*s Shadow and Playboy, 

in his preface to the Playboy, where he acknowledges 

the part the Irish peasantry have played in the success of his 

drama, Synge intimates that the ancient primitive society of 

Ireland is about to be superseded by the modern urban world; 

indeed, he simply restates what he had already pointed to at 

the end or iris Aran Islands: 

^"Lrel!:ndj f?r a few years more, we have a oooular 
rmagma^xon tnat is fiery and magnificent, and"ten
der, so that tnose of us who wish to write start 
wiun a chance that is not given to writers in places 
where tne springtime of the local life has been for
go u-ten, and the harvest is a memory only, and the 
straw nas been turned into bricks,0 

This statement not only acknowledges that the Ossianic spirit 

was still alive among some of synge*s peasantry, especially in 

Aran, at the time of Ms writing the Playboy, but it also points 

to the ract that this peasantry had only a "few years more" 

before yielding to the "ruthlessness of 'progress,'" TMs 

primitivisra did, of course, die finally in Ireland after Synge's 

death in 1907, 

It appears fairly clear from the Playboy and Aran Islands, 

as wall as from Synge*s lesser known works, that the Anglo-Irish 

writer regretted the passing awav of a society where "the 

springtime of local life" has not been forgotten. It also 

appears clear that like Oisin, Synge was extremely pessimistic 

^Plavbov, v 
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^ ̂  fUtUr® °f a Society which through Church and state 

legislation eliminated the world of "narcissus and his Pool." 

Synge felt that only in the Idealized society, of which Aran 

was the striking example, could man share in what he termed 

TLIG CLICRRIL'u.V' O'r T.7r> yv"| h If TY-1 _ • 
~ e °"lci' xn comparison with the urbanised 

lire which was now the "civilized" way of life in most of 

Europe, the primitivisn, as seen in Aran, represented the more 

sane, human, and compassionate life. Thus the characteristics 

which synge found among Ireland's most primitive people were 

applied to all the heroes of his plays, and the conflict of 

the two social systems, with the culture developing from them, 

formed the basis of the conflict at the root of Synge's drama. 
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